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Abstract— This paper focuses on the design process of web
prefetching algorithms. The main goal of prefetching techniques
in web is to reduce user perceived latency. Since these techniques
present a high number of non-desired collateral effects that can
negatively affect the system performance, the design process
of new algorithms must be carefully performed. In a previous
work we proposed some performance metrics to evaluate web
prefetching and introduced the byte recall index. In this work we
present a statistical analysis which identifies how the environment
conditions impact on the most significant indexes (recall and byte
recall) used to evaluate prefetch algorithms. Our experimental
results show that, depending on the user available bandwidth
and the server processing time of each request, the recall is more
correlated to the user’s perceived latency than the byte recall and
vice versa, so that we specify and suggest guidelines to adapt an
algorithm to different environment conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, Internet popularity has grown
at exponential rates reaching high percentage of population.
This has been caused by the infrastructures improvements as
well as the increase of the Internet based applications, like
entertainment, gaming, commercial, or educational purposes,
and more recently the inexpensive Peer to Peer file inter-
change. As a consequence, the Internet traffic has dramatically
increased specially due to file interchanges [1]. Although the
number of users that can access the Internet through high speed
connections like DSL has also increased, the latencies they
usually perceive are still degrading the performance.

The Web is the most popular platform to carry out Internet
based applications and an important number of users perceive
mainly the Internet performance through the Web. Therefore
improving its performance will have an important impact on
the web community.

Reducing significantly Web latency, if possible, involves
high costs. That is because the main difficulties for reducing
latencies reside on the nature of Internet as a network of
networks, the physical restrictions in cable data transference
and in the communication devices employed, inefficient un-
derlying protocols, web designs characteristics, and the server
and users’ computers. Besides all technological efforts to
reduce the download time, the user experience can also be
improved by hiding latencies. Caching and Prefetching are
typical techniques applied to hide latency in web.

Caching takes benefit from the temporal locality exhibited
by the users’ web accesses. In this sense, the most popular

web objects are stored in an intermediate memory (usually
located in a proxy server or in the client browser) to reuse
these objects when requested again. Prefetching takes benefit
from the spatial locality present in the users’ accesses. It lies
in processing a user request before the user makes it. This
paper focuses on prefetching.

Prefetching research has mainly concentrated on the trans-
ference of requested objects in advance [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], although other approaches consider the preprocessing of a
request by the server, [8] or focus on the pre-establishment of
connections to the server [9]. All the prefetching techniques re-
quire an access prediction mechanism or engine to preprocess
the request. Despite the potential benefits of these techniques
for reducing perceived latencies if properly applied, the main
hazards appear when the prediction fails, so that it will result in
waste of resources which may cause performance degradation.
Even when the prediction is accurate, prefetching could impact
adversely on performance if not applied in the right moment
[10].

The difficulty to evaluate the performance of prefetching
considering different environment conditions is an important
obstacle for the design and improvement of prediction al-
gorithms. As the main goal of prefetching is reducing the
user perceived latency, the prediction algorithm should try to
minimize it. However, latency related indexes are not easy
to calculate due to the complexity of the environment. As
a consequence prediction indexes are used instead. Usually
prediction algorithms are designed to maximize the recall,
therefore it is the most widely used metric to compare the
algorithms performance [8], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Recall is
defined as the percentage of objects requested by the user
that were previously prefetched. In a previous work [15], we
propose an index taxonomy to quantify the performance of
prefetching algorithms and we introduce the byte recall as a
new index, because there are situations in which it quantifies
better the performance than the classical recall since it is better
correlated to the main latency related index: the latency per
page ratio. In this context, algorithms designers have now
the useful option to select, depending on the environment
conditions, the appropriate index to optimize their proposal:
recall or byte recall.

In this paper we perform a rigorous statistical analysis
to identify those situations in which it is better to opti-
mize the byte recall instead of the classical recall and vice



versa. If those situations are identified, the performance of
prefetching algorithms could be improved by adapting them
dynamically to optimize the best of both indexes according to
the situation. To this end, we select the analysis of variance
method (ANOVA) to study the effect of those parameters
(e.g., bandwidth and connection establishment time) that may
have larger impact on the correlation between the latency per
page ratio and either the recall or the byte recall. In order to
extend the conclusions to a wider range of situations, three
different parameters values are selected according to current
technologies, two prefetching algorithms are implemented, and
two different workloads are taken into account. In addition,
different configuration parameters values having impact on the
prediction power for each algorithm are considered.

Our experimental results show that the recall index gains
relative importance against the byte recall as higher the user
available bandwidth is, while the byte recall gains relative
importance against the recall as smaller the server processing
time is.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents some related background. Section III discusses
the performance indexes and the analyzed factors. Section IV
summarizes the main concepts of the statistical methodology.
Section V describes the experimental environment. Section VI
analyzes the experimental results. Finally, Section VII presents
some concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

There is an important set of research works concentrating
on prefetching techniques to reduce the user perceived latency.
Some of the studies presented in the open literature check their
proposals only in a given and restricted scenario or conditions.
Some more ambitious works check the performance of their
proposal among different scenarios; e.g., users connecting
through a modem or through broadband, loaded or unloaded
server, and so on. Below, we describe some prefetching
research works in order to illustrate a representative subset
of typical scenarios.

Fan et al. [6] study how the perceived latency can be
reduced for low-bandwidth users by using compression and
prefetching between clients and proxies. Predictions are per-
formed by using a Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM)
engine and the PPM algorithm is only explored in low-
bandwidth conditions.

Fleming et al. [16] also combine several techniques (e.g.,
prefetching, document adapting) to reduce the perceived laten-
cies for wirelessly connected users. They check their technique
using several bandwidths and both wire and wireless connec-
tions. The prediction engine suggests prefetching the linked
documents to one level deep.

Bouras et al. [17] compare the performance of prefetching
using two prediction algorithms (Prediction by Partial Match-
ing [18] and Top 10 [14]) over a server-proxy scheme (i.e.,
the proxy downloads in advance objects from the server). The
studied network architecture includes high bandwidth users
accessing through a proxy to the Internet.

Kokku et al. [3] propose a JavaScript prefetch implemen-
tation using the PPM algorithm as a predictor. Their proposal
is verified against an unloaded system, a loaded server and a
loaded network. The user bandwidth restrictions are applied
considering all users connected to a LAN.

Padmanabhan and Mogul [2] apply a file system prefetching
algorithm to the web prefetching to reduce the perceived
latency. They take into account two different scenarios: a 28.8
Kbps bandwidth and 1.5 seconds of connection establishment
plus processing time, and a 149 Kbps bandwidth and 1.13
seconds of connection establishment plus processing time.

Although some proposals are explored in several scenarios,
it is neither analyzed nor identified the cause why a given
scenario can benefit a given algorithm. Note that this is
the first step in order to suggest guidelines which permit to
adapt the algorithm to the different situations, which is main
contribution of this paper.

III. PERFORMANCE INDEXES AND RELATED FACTORS

The performance indexes analyzed in this paper are the
latency per page ratio, the recall and the byte recall. The
latency per page ratio is the ratio of the latency per page when
prefetching to the latency per page when no prefetching. The
latency per page is calculated by comparing the time between
the browser initiation of an HTML object GET and the browser
reception of the last byte of the last embedded object for that
page. As we mentioned before, the recall is the percentage of
objects requested by the user that were previously prefetched,
whereas the byte recall is a variant that we introduced in [15]
which refers to the percentage of bytes requested.

As experimental results will show, the correlation between
the latency perceived by the client and the recall (or the byte
recall) is not perfect. That is because the perceived latency
depends not only on the amount of downloaded objects (or
bytes) but also on those external factors that can impact
on the download time. Those factors are mainly related to
the user connection or the characteristics of the navigation
itself. In Section VI we study how those factors impact on
the aforementioned correlation. The four factors selected for
our study are: the user available bandwidth, the connection
establishment time, the server processing time and the byte
position of the first reference to an embedded object.

We select the bandwidth available for the user since the
wider the bandwidth is the less the object transfer time is. The
connection establishment time is strongly related to the startup
time of a user navigation session. The server processing time
can speedup or slow down the startup time of each requested
object.

While the impact of the three aforementioned indexes on the
perceived latency is quite straightforward, the byte position is
the least clear. The HTTP standard permits up to two simulta-
neous connections for a client to each server. Let’s assume the
user has one active navigation session, and let’s suppose that a
container object (HTML) is requested so that it uses only one
of the two available connections. The other connection is only
used when the first reference to an embedded object is read



from the HTML. Therefore, the position of this byte impacts
on the startup time of downloading a web page.

IV. STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY

In this section we summarize the main characteristics of
the analysis of variance method or ANOVA and the reduced
experiment design, that will be used to quantify the impact of
the four factors described above on the correlation between
indexes. Details on these methods can be found in [19].

A. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

The ANOVA method permits to identify which factors
affect significantly the average value of a given variable when
varying the values of a set of factors. In our study, we select as
factors the ones described above and as variable a new metric
(SCD) that identifies which is the best index to optimize, as
it will be described below. The idea behind this method is to
split the total variance observed in the performed experiments
among the studied effects. These effects can be associated to
a factor nature (e.g., linear or quadratic) or to any factors
interaction.

To perform the ANOVA, the data are usually represented
in a table, where each row shows those values related to an
effect – or a set of effects. The variability due to each factor is
quantified by a sum of squares, and the corresponding values
are specified in a particular column. The variability not due to
any of the studied factors is gathered by a table row labeled as
residual. The significance of an effect, with the desired level
of confidence, is checked against the statistical F test.

Once the most relevant factors are identified and isolated, it
is possible to quantify the direction and the degree that each
effect has on the studied variable. From these data one can
predict how the variable will behave for every factor value
(e.g., 512 Kbps of user available bandwidth and 50 ms of
connection establishment time), which is the purpose of this
paper.

B. Design of experiments

The design of experiments is of paramount importance in
order to guarantee the results validness of the analysis of
variance. The ANOVA requires that the studied effects are
to each other orthogonal, in order not to confuse effects.

The full factorial design is the simplest one that keeps
all the possible effects orthogonal (related to factors or to
interactions), but the amount of performed experiments rises
at exponential rate since every combination of factor levels
(the values tested for each factor) is explored once.

In general, high order interactions between factors are rarely
significant; therefore, to reduce the amount of experiments
to perform, their effects are not usually studied. In this
context, Taguchi [19] proposed several orthogonal arrays that
minimize the number of experiments in a way that the main
factors effects remain orthogonal. In this paper we use the
L18 orthogonal array, which explores up to 8 factors in 18
experiments.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the simulator

V. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

In this section we first describe the experimental framework
used for the performance evaluation study. In a second point
we briefly present the prefetching algorithms considered and,
finally we present the workload used.

A. System Architecture

In [20] we proposed and described an experimental frame-
work for testing web prefetching techniques. In this section we
summarize the main characteristics of such environment and
discuss how it has been extended to carry out the experiments
presented in this paper.

The architecture is composed by three main parts: the
back end (server and surrogate), the front end (client) and
an optional proxy, which is not used in this work (as shown
in Figure 1). The framework implementation combines both
real and simulated parts in order to provide flexibility and
accuracy.

The back end part includes the web server and the surrogate
server. The framework emulates a real surrogate, which is used
to access the desired real web server. Although the main goal
of surrogates is to act as a cache for the most popular server
responses, we use it to perform prefetching predictions.

The front end or client part represents the users behavior
browsing the web with a prefetching enabled browser (like
Mozilla [21]). To model the set of users concurrently accessing
to a given server, the simulator can be fed by using either real
or synthetically generated traces. The simulator collects raw
information for each request performed to the web server and
writes it to a log file. By analyzing this log at post-simulation
time, performance metrics are calculated.

B. Prefetching Algorithms

To check the behavior of the indexes, the experiments were
run using two different traces and two different prefetching al-
gorithms: the Dependency Graph (DG) based on the algorithm
proposed by Padmanabhan and Mogul [2] and the Prediction
by Partial Match (PPM) based on the algorithm proposed by
Palpanas and Mendelzon [13].

The DG prediction algorithm constructs a dependency graph
that depicts the pattern of accesses to the server files. The
graph has a node for every file that has ever been accessed.
There is an arc from node A to B if and only if at some
point in time a client accessed B within w accesses after A,
where w is the lookahead window size. The weight of the arc
is the ratio of the number of accesses to B within a window



TABLE I

TRACES CHARACTERISTICS

Trace A B
Training accesses 251,271 148,213
Experiment accesses 65,866 37,655
HTMLs accesses 2,269 1,717
Users 300 132
Bytes Transferred (MB) 188,600 68,428

after A to the number of accesses to A itself. The prefetching
aggressiveness is controlled by a threshold parameter applied
to the arcs weight.

The PPM prediction algorithm uses Markov models of m
orders to store previous contexts. Predictions are obtained from
comparing the current context with each Markov model. Like-
wise DG, the prefetching algorithm controls the aggressiveness
through a user defined threshold.

The order and the window size are related to the number
of future accesses that each algorithm is able to predict,
whereas the threshold refers to the minimum probability that
a candidate object must exhibit to be hinted as a successor.
As one can observe, the aggressiveness and the precision of
the prefetch are sensitive to the described parameters; i.e.,
lookahead window size and threshold for DG, and order
and threshold for PPM. Therefore, in order to analyze the
correlation in a wide range of scenarios, the corresponding
parameters are ranged for each algorithm.

C. Workload Description

The behavior pattern of the users was taken from logs
collected during eight days, between May 5 th and May 12th

2003, by a Squid proxy of the Polytechnic University of
Valencia. From this log, accesses to two of the most popular
servers were taken and reproduced in the simulation, using the
first week to train the prefetching algorithm and the following
day to obtain the performance indexes. The first trace (A)
contains accesses to a news web server, whereas the second
one (B) has the accesses to a student information web server.
The main characteristics of the trace can be found in Table I.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiments Design

In this section we analyze the impact of the four factors –
discussed in Section III – on the indexes correlation. Three
different values were selected for each factor according to
someone current technology. Table II shows these values bro-
ken down in columns named levels (in the statistical nomencla-
ture). This table also includes some parameters related to the
implemented prefetching algorithms (i.e., the order or window
size, depending on the algorithm, and the threshold), and their
corresponding values.

In addition to the values shown in Table II, the two traces
described above must be also taken into account for the
experiments design. This gives us an amount of 2,916 (2 2·36)
possible combinations. In other words, 2,916 experiments will
be needed to explore all the cases, which suppose a huge

amount of simulation time. By using the Taguchi’s Robust
Design, a more efficient design was selected.

Among the orthogonal arrays proposed by Taguchi, we
selected the L18 array to fit the desired factors (this method
can support up to one two-level factor and seven three-level
factors; i.e., 2·37), hence the fact that only 18 experiments
need to be run. For each experiment, the correlation coefficient
between the latency per page ratio and both the recall and byte
recall is calculated, taking into account data for each client in
the experiment.

B. Correlation Analysis

Table III shows the entire experiments design and the results
for each one, where each row represents one experiment. The
eight columns corresponding to the factors level show the
level (as labeled in Table II) taken for each factor in each
experiment, following the rules proposed by the Taguchi’s
L18 orthogonal array [19]. The correlation coefficient columns
show the Pearson’s coefficient correlation between the Latency
per page ratio (Lp) and the Recall (Rc) and the Byte Recall
(Rcb) indexes in each experiment.

The last column (SCD) refers to the difference between
the square of the two previously calculated correlation co-
efficients. Each coefficient is powered to 2 to overweigh the
differences of strongest correlations against weaker correlation
differences. Note that a positive value means that the latency
per page ratio is more correlated to the recall than to the byte
recall, while a negative value means the opposite. The resultant
SCD value is taken as input for the analysis of the variance
method to find the most significant factors.

From the previous table we perform the first analysis of
the variance (ANOVA) which is not included due to space
restrictions. This analysis includes the linear and quadratic
effects (for those factors having 3 levels) of the parameters.
As the design of experiments leaves few residuals degrees
of freedom, this first ANOVA cannot be used to find what
factors are significant. In this analysis, we identify the least
significant factors and remove them from the ANOVA in order
to increase the residuals degrees of freedom. In this sense,
prefetching algorithm (PA), and the quadratic effects of byte
of the first reference, threshold (TH), server processing time
(PT), connection establishment time (ET) and user available
bandwidth (BW) have been removed since all of them have a
sum of squares less than 0.007.

The second analysis of the variance permits us to identify
the main significant factors. Table IV presents the results of
the second ANOVA. As one can observe, the three significant
factors, with 5% of confidence level, are the linear effect of
the user available bandwidth, the trace used and the linear
effect of the server processing time for each request.

Table V quantifies the effect and the direction that each
of the three significant factors has on the average SCD. The
Level Average column shows the average value of the SCD
for a given factor value. The Effect Estimate column is the
difference between the level average and the global average
(-0.0549).



TABLE II

STUDIED FACTORS, BROKEN DOWN INTO THOSE REALLY ANALYZED AND THOSE USED TO EXTEND THE CONCLUSIONS TO A WIDE RANGE OF

PREFETCHING SITUATIONS

Category Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Analyzed Factors User Bandwidth (Kbits/s) 50 300 550
Connection establishment time (ms) 25 100 175
Server Processing Time (ms) 100 300 500
Byte of the first reference1 200 1,200 2,200

Prefetch Factors Prefetching Algorithm DG PPM —
Order (PPM)/lookahead window size (DG) 2 5 8
Confidence threshold 0.2 0.4 0.6

TABLE III

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND THE SCD VALUE FOR EACH PERFORMED EXPERIMENT. LEGEND. PA STANDS FOR PREFETCH ALGORITHM, FR:

REFERS TO THE BYTE POSITION OF THE FIRST REFERENCE. WS: REFERS TO ALGORITHM ORDER (PPM) / LOOKAHEAD WINDOW SIZE (DG). TH:

THRESHOLD. PT: SERVER PROCESSING TIME. ET: CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT TIME. BW: USER AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH

Factors Level Correlation coef.
Trace PA FR WS TH PT ET BW Lp, Rc Lp, Rcb SCD

A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -0.5636 -0.6054 -0.0489
A 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 -0.5893 -0.6957 -0.1368
A 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 -0.7064 -0.6943 0.0170
A 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 -0.7645 -0.8127 -0.0760
A 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 -0.4998 -0.6906 -0.2272
A 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 -0.7087 -0.8295 -0.1858
A 2 1 2 1 3 2 3 -0.9063 -0.8444 0.1083
A 2 2 3 2 1 3 1 -0.6095 -0.8480 -0.3476
A 2 3 1 3 2 1 2 -0.7724 -0.8593 -0.1418
B 1 1 3 3 2 2 1 -0.7370 -0.8177 -0.1255
B 1 2 1 1 3 3 2 -0.5762 -0.5999 -0.0278
B 1 3 2 2 1 1 3 -0.6565 -0.7398 -0.1164
B 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 -0.2428 -0.3811 -0.0862
B 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 -0.6728 -0.5363 0.1650
B 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 -0.3065 -0.2777 0.0168
B 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 -0.5801 -0.2854 0.2551
B 2 2 1 3 1 2 3 -0.3050 -0.0768 0.0871
B 2 3 2 1 2 3 1 -0.4268 -0.5478 -0.1180

On the one hand, looking the user available bandwidth
factor, it can be observed that when the bandwidth is larger,
the latency per page ratio is stronger correlated to the recall
than to the byte recall. On average, the SCD raises 0.0345 per
each extra 100 Kbps of user available bandwidth.

On the other hand, for the server processing time factor,
one can observe that when the server processing time for each
request is smaller, the latency per page ratio is stronger corre-
lated with the byte recall than with the recall. On average, the
SCD decreases 0.0350 per each 100 ms of server processing
time reduction.

Finally, the trace factor values must be observed indepen-
dently since the trace is a qualitative factor. As one can
observe, the average SCD differs significantly between both

1In a HTML file, it is the byte position of the first reference to an embedded
object

TABLE V

SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT THAT EACH SIGNIFICANT FACTOR HAS ON THE

AVERAGE SCD

Factor Level Level Average Effect Estimate
User Bandwidth 50 -0.1417 -0.0868

300 -0.0539 0.0010
550 0.0308 0.0858

Trace A -0.1154 -0.0605
B 0.0056 0.0605

Server processing time 100 -0.1163 -0.0614
300 -0.0722 -0.0172
500 0.0237 0.0786

traces. These large differences are mainly caused by the
characteristics of each web design. For instance, as previously
showed in Table I, the average amount of embedded objects
per page in the trace A is higher than those in trace B (29



TABLE IV

ANOVA TABLE FOR THE FINAL DESIGN. LEGEND. PA STANDS FOR PREFETCH ALGORITHM, FR: REFERS TO THE BYTE POSITION OF THE FIRST

REFERENCE. WS: REFERS TO ALGORITHM ORDER (PPM) / LOOKAHEAD WINDOW SIZE (DG). TH: THRESHOLD. PT: SERVER PROCESSING TIME. ET:

CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT TIME. BW: USER AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH

Source of Variation Sum of Square D.F. Mean Square F-Ratio F
Main effects 0.2892 8 0.294 35.773 3.230
Trace 0.0658 1 0.066 8.009 5.117
FR Linear 0.0257 1 0.026 3.123 5.117
WS 0.0153 2 0.008 0.930 4.256

Linear 0.0001 1 0.000 0.010 5.117
Quadratic 0.0152 1 0.015 1.850 5.117

TH Linear 0.0114 1 0.011 1.383 5.117
PT Linear 0.0588 1 0.059 7.153 5.117
ET Linear 0.0229 1 0.023 2.787 5.117
BW Linear 0.0893 1 0.089 10.865 5.117
Residual 0.0740 9 0.008
Total 0.3632 17

vs. 21.9 objects). Besides, each object in the trace A is on
average 57% times larger (2.86 vs. 1.82 KB) than an object in
the B, resulting in a 108% times larger full page weight (82.9
vs. 39.8 KB).

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In a previous work we introduced the byte recall perfor-
mance index because we found that it usually has a stronger
correlation to the perceived latency than the traditional recall.
In this paper we analyze in detail under which environment
conditions the byte recall is more correlated to the perceived
latency than the recall permitting to optimize the prefetch
algorithm.

To identify these situations we have analyzed the main
environment parameters (i.e., the user available bandwidth, the
connection establishment time, the server processing time and
the byte position of the first reference to an embedded object)
in combination with other factors affecting the prefetching
performance, and two different workloads.

Our experimental results show that the most significant
parameters affecting the selection of the appropriate index
are the user available bandwidth and the server processing
time. In spite of the fact that values of the bandwidth and
processing time for selecting the best index depend on the
workload, the significance and direction of each one do not.
The user available bandwidth affects that selection in the sense
that when the available bandwidth increases, the recall is
relatively more correlated to the perceived latency, whereas
when the processing time decreases, the byte recall is more
relatively correlated to the perceived latency. Results suggest
that, in those environment conditions, the index to optimize
should be the byte recall instead of the classical recall. In this
way, prediction probabilities could be calculated taking into
account the amount of bytes instead of the traditional amount
of objects.

These results take special relevance for current Internet

infrastructure because we can find a large variety of ways of
accessing the Internet, each one with different bandwidths and
latencies, e.g., DSL, modem, cable, satellite, GPRS; as well
as different web server loads and processing times.

As a result, we plan to address our future research work
to the design of adaptive prediction algorithms according to
the environment conditions, in order to efficiently reduce the
perceived latency and to achieve the best performance for each
user and scenario.
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